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Abstract. This paper is concerned with compactifications in which the re-

mainder is a (neighborhood) retract. Two theorems which characterize such

compactifications are proved here. One of the characterizations is in terms of

singular functions and the other in terms of projections on spaces of continuous

real valued functions.

The notion of the singular set of a mapping was defined and investigated by G. T.

Whyburn [16] and George L. Cain, Jr. [1, 2]. Later it was realized that singular sets

could be used to study compactifications [3, 4, 5]. Many of the compactifications

of a space arise naturally as "singular compactifications" and many of the theorems

characterizing remainders in compactifications use singular mappings [4, 5]. In this

paper we generalize the notion of singular compactifications to remove a defect that

unnecessarily restricts their applicability. We then characterize compactifications

of this type in terms of the existence of retractions and neighborhood retractions

from the compactification onto its remainder.

The retraction associated with a compactification of this type can be used to

construct a projection from the Banach space of continuous functions which extend

to the compactification onto the subspace consisting of functions which vanish at in-

finity. The result of R. S. Phillips [14] that c0 is not complemented in 1^ is actually

a theorem about spaces of continuous functions determined by compactifications

in this manner. We will characterize compactifications in which the remainder is

a retract in terms of the existence of such projections. Note /qo = C(/?N) and

cq — Coo(N) where ßN is the Stone-Cech compactification of N and Coo(N) is

the functions which vanish at infinity on N. The one-point compactification of a

space X, ujX, is a singular compactification, and Coo (AT) is a subspace of C{uiX) of

codimension one. Thus, as a result of Phillip's theorem, there can be no projection

from Zqo onto C(u>N). As we will see, this theorem holds not only for the one-point

compactification, but for any singular compactification.

In all that follows all spaces will be locally compact and Hausdorff. For a given

compactification aX of X, Ca{X) will denote the collection of all real valued con-

tinuous functions on X which extend to aX. For a space X, Coo (A) will denote

the real valued continuous functions on X which vanish at infinity. In other words,

Coo(AT) = {/ € C{X) : We > 0, 3 a compact K c X such that |/(x)| < e if x £ K}.

If A is a Banach space, then X* will denote its topological dual. If A is a bounded

linear operator on X, then A* will denote the adjoint of A. A projection P : X —» X
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is a continuous linear mapping which satisfies P2 — P. The complementary pro-

jection associated with P is I — P. A subspace Y Ç X is complemented if and only

if Y is the range of a projection.

DEFINITION 1. Let X be noncompact. Let S be compact and let /: X —> S =

f{X) be continuous. Then / is said to be singular if for each open U Ç S, /-1(i7)

is not contained in any compact subset of X. Note that this definition is different

from that of [3], where a function was singular if its singular set is nonempty. In

this paper we require that the singular set of the function be its entire range. This

is consistent with later usage [4, 11].

DEFINITION 2. Let X and S be as in the previous definition and let K Ç X

be compact. A continuous function /: X\K —* S = fiX\K) is weakly singular

provided for all open U Ç S, f~x{U) is not contained in any compact subset of A.

Note that f~x{U) fails to have compact closure in X rather than in X\K. This

is not the same as / being a singular mapping from X\K to S in the sense of

Definition 1. Of course if K = i> the two definitions coincide.

Let /: X\K —► S be weakly singular. Mimicking the construction in [4], we

define a compact topology on X U S. A basis for the topology is as follows: For

a point p € X, an open neighborhood will be an ordinary open neighborhood in

X. For a point p E S, an open neighborhood will be of the form U U /_1(i/)\P

where F is any compact subset of X and U is any neighborhood of p in S. This

is clearly a basis for a compact topology on X U S. Since X is locally compact,

the topology is Hausdorff. In addition, the condition of singularity assures that

/_1 {U)\F is not empty. From this it follows that X is dense in X U S. We denote

this compactification by Wf {X, S) and call it the weakly singular compactification

of X generated by f. We continue the notation begun in [4] and denote by X U/ S

the compactification obtained when / is singular. To distinguish these two cases

we have introduced the somewhat clumsy "weakly singular".

THEOREM l. Let aX be a compactification of X then aX\X is a {neighbor-

hood) retract ofaX, if and only if aX is {weakly) singular.

PROOF. We will prove this for weakly singular compactifications. The case for

singular compactifications appears in [11] and partially in [16] in a different context.

Suppose aX is a weakly singular compactification. Thus aX = Wf(X,aX\X) for

some weakly singular function /. Let the domain of / be U = X\K where K is

compact in X and let W = aX\K. Note that W = Í7U {aX\X) is a neighborhood

of aX\X in aX. Define r: W -» aX\X by

f x if x 6 aX\X,
r(x) — \
v '      \ f{x)     iixEU.

We need only show that r is continuous. If V is an open set in aX\X, then

r_1(V) = V U f-1{V) is obviously open in W. Thus aX\X is a neighborhood

retract of aX.

For the converse let us suppose that aX\X is a neighborhood retract of aX. In

particular suppose that U is a neighborhood of aX\X and that r : U —* aX\X is

a retract. Note that K — X\U is compact. Let /: U\{aX\X) —► aX\A be given

by / — r\u\(ax\x) — r\x\K- We must first show that / is weakly singular. To

this end let Vbea neighborhood in aX\X and let p E V. For each neighborhood
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W of p, r~1{W) contains points of X. This is true by virtue of the fact that X

is dense in aX, and hence r{X) is dense in aX\X. Choose for each such W a

point xyy E r~1{W) (IX. This is a net in X which converges to p. If /_1(V) were

contained in a compact subset of X, the net would cluster in X which is impossible.

Consequently / is weakly singular.

It remains to show that aX is equivalent to Wf{X,aX\X). For this it suffices

to show that the identity mapping is continuous. This will be true if for each U

in aX\X and compact F in X, the set U U /_1(J7)\P is open in aX. This set is

nothing more than r-1(£/)\F, which is clearly open.    D

COROLLARY 1. Let aX = Wf{X,S) be weakly singular {singular) and suppose

that 7X < aX, then 7 A is weakly singular {singular).

PROOF. Let r be a neighborhood retraction (retraction) from aX to aX\X and

let / denote the restriction of r to that part of its domain which lies in X. Let n

be the quotient projection from aX to 7A. Define ri as follows:

, ,      / x if x 6 7A\A,
n(x) = <

( 7T o f(x)     if x G the domain of /.

We need only show that ri is continuous. Let V be open in ^¡X\X, then r1~1(V) =

V U f~l o 7T_1(V). Since ir is a quotient map, r1"1(V) will be open if and only if

7r-1(rJ" (V)) is open. But this set is 7r-1(V) U/_1(7r_1(V)) which is a basic open

set in aX.    O

COROLLARY 2. The collection of weakly singular (singular) compactifications

forms a complete lower lattice.

PROOF. Any collection of compactifications has an infimum in the collection of

all compactifications. By Corollary 1 this infimum is weakly singular (singular).

EXAMPLE l. Let S be a separable compact Hausdorff space and let {di, a2,... }

be a countable dense set. If F is any compact subset of N, then F is finite. Define a

function / : N\P —► 5 so that each of ak is the image of infinitely many members of

N\P. This function is clearly weakly singular. The compactification iü/(N, 5) has

S as a remainder. Thus any separable compact Hausdorff space is the remainder

of weakly singular compactification of N. Clearly the remainder in any weakly

singular compactification is a separable compact Hausdorff space so that this in fact

characterizes the weakly singular remainders of N. Since /?N\N is not separable,

/3N is not weakly singular.

EXAMPLE 2. The closed ball in Rn is a weakly singular compactification of the

open ball (= R"). Since the surface of the ball is not a retract of the closed ball

this cannot be a singular compactification.

EXAMPLE 3. The two point compactification of R is weakly singular and not

singular since the remainder is not connected. If X consists of two copies of the

long line with the initial points identified, then the two point compactification of X

is ßX, which is weakly singular but not singular. In fact every compactification of

a locally compact space X having a finite remainder is weakly singular. To see this

suppose that aX is a compactification of X such that cyA\X consists of n-points

ai,a2,... ,an. By Magill's [13] characterization of spaces with finite remainder, X

can be written as the union of a compact set F and n disjoint open sets {Uk}kl=1,
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where Uk U F is not compact for any 1 < k < n. Define / : X\F —► {ai ,a2,..., an)

by f(Uk) = ak. It is easy to verify that / is weakly singular and that aX =

Wf{X,{ai,a2,...,an}).

We might note in passing that the assumption that every compactification with

finite remainder is weakly singular implies Magill's Theorem.

In [6] W. W. Comfort considered spaces X for which 0X\X is a retract of

ßX. He showed that such spaces must be pseudocompact. In his proof Comfort

used the Continuum Hypothesis. This dependence on CH was later removed by

E. K. Van Douwen [17]. Another proof which was independent of CH was given

by John B. Conway [7]. Conway's elegant proof used the, now classic, result of

R. S. Phillips [14] that there is no bounded linear projection from l^ (= C*(N))

onto Co (= Coo(N)). Conway actually proved a result more general than that of

Phillips. He proved that if there is a bounded linear projection from C*(X) onto

Coo (A), then X must be pseudocompact. If ßX\X is a retraction of ßX, then the

existence of such a projection is immediate. Conway also observed that a retraction

may fail to exist even when a projection exists. The quotient space in Example 3

is an example of this. The following theorem partially resolves the question of how

projections and retractions relate. A sizeable literature has grown up dealing with

results in this form. See for example [8, 9 15].

THEOREM 2. Let aX be a compactification of X. Then aX\X is a retract of

aX if and only if there exists a projection P: Ca(X) —* Coo (A) whose complemen-

tary projection is a ring homomorphism.

PROOF. First let us suppose that such a projection exists. If Qi = I — P, then

by assumption Qi is a ring homomorphism. Let i be the extension operator from

Ca{X) to C{aX) and t"1 its inverse, the operator which restricts a function in

C{aX) to X. The mapping Q = toQ1 o i'1 is a bounded projection from C{aX)

to C{aX) whose null space is

yrr{Q) = {fEC(aX):f\aX\x = 0}.

In addition Q is also a ring homomorphism. For a subset S of aX let us denote

by Es the set of all evaluation functionals based on S. This is to say that Es =

{x* E C{aX)*: there exists an s E S so that x*(/) = f{s) for all functions

/ € C(aA)}. Let us denote the evaluation functional at s by x*. It is well known

[10, p. 442] that Es, endowed with the weak* topology, is homeomorphic to S when

S is compact. Now Q* : C(aX)* —► C{aX)* is a projection, is weak* continuous,

and EaX\x Q^{Q)X = M{Q*). From this it follows that Q* is the identity on

EaX\x- In fact EaX\x = ¿%{Q*) n EaX. Furthermore, if x* E EaX, then

Q-xlif ■ g) = xHQif ■ g)) = x*s{Qf ■ Qg) = Qf{s) ■ Qg(s)
= x*a(Qf)-x;{Qf) = Q*xt{f)-Q*x:{g).

From this it follows [12, p. 53] that the image of an evaluation functional under

Q* is again an evaluation functional. From all that has been said it follows that

T = Q*[eo,x is a retraction from EaX onto EaX\X. Hence aX\X is a retract of

aX, so that aX is singular.
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Conversely suppose that aX is singular. By Theorem 1 there is a retraction

r: aX-> aX\X. Define Q: C{aX) -» C{aX) by Qf = for. Define Qx : Ca{X) ■-*
Ca{X) by Qi — i~x o Q o L. Qi is clearly a bounded linear projection which is a

ring homomorphism. In addition JV{Qi) = Coo(A). The required projection is

P = I-Qi.
The following is a generalization of Phillip's theorem.

COROLLARY 3. Let aX be a singular compactification of X. If there exists a

bounded linear projection from C*(X) onto Ca{X) then X is pseudocompact.

PROOF. If such a projection exists then, by composition, there is a projection

from C*(A) onto Coo (A).
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